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Excellency, dear mr. Piotr Hofmański, 
 
 
 
The International Criminal Court (ICC) has involved itself into the war in Ukraine, and 
focuses on war-crimes. This war and the involvement is reason to communicate via this 
correspondence with the empowered authority of the ICC: its president. 
 
War is the most terrible state of human living, and this state must never occur. 
But it did occur recently again and war never exists suddenly. For the goal to avoid war, 
then how to stop war is not the issue but the stair of escalation down to war is the issue. 
The scrutiny of this escalation begins reversely to diagnose the provoking, to let this 
provoking never happen again.  
 
The United Nations’ Declaration of Human Rights has already sufficiently diagnosed the 
cause of war and thus instantly by what it never happens again. But a force appears, to 
provoke war anyway. Provoking a war is a crime; a war-preparatory crime. 
In many countries is provoking a crime, giving an opportunity for crime or not to hinder a 
crime equal to committing. Plus at the same time is the provoked individual civil citizen 
lawfully free of suability. This aims at any crime, so also war-crime. 
 
Statements and issues 

The civil citizens in Ukraine, the civil citizens in Russia and the civil citizens in Europe do 
(still) not want this or any war and did not request this or any war. But the war has started 
and is nevertheless still going on. 
So, mr. president, where is the democracy happening. 
 
Any war is between two parties. Now, as ‘western’ side proclaims for aiming at peace, only 
one party, Russia, is singled out and discriminated with humiliation, reproaches, guilt and 
shutoff from communication.   
So, mr. president, where do the Human Rights dominate; like that the Human Rights never 
make good-and-bad sides or that the Human Rights do never take a side. 
 



Now, circa 3 months since the recent war started, still no ‘western’ official, institute, 
instance, country or hyper-national organization does question why one or both parties did 
not start a lawsuit before a tribunal. Or what their encountered troubles were before a 
tribunal that became the reason to let the trial be and start a war. While Europe knows and 
is aware that Ukraine too, has a terrible unjust judiciary; that likely caused this war. 
 
The perpetrators 

During the war ‘peace negotiations’ take place. About ‘hot’ topics which exist from before 
the war. These negotiation talks ought to lead to a ‘peace treaty’. But ‘peace negotiations’ 
have taken place before, say during WWII. And a ‘peace treaty’ also is already achieved, 
say after WWII. Repeating: Even the cause of war is already analyzed (in the preamble) 
and a cause for war is wiped out by the actions that are declared in the U.N.’s Declaration. 
So that a war arises solely by using the ‘hot’ topics as toys for the bullying to provoke war 
(due to the lack of a guaranteed tribunal). 
 
These pre-war and during-war talks are certainly not done by the civil citizens of a State 
and certainly not done by the soldiers in war-action. Both these talks are done by each 
clique of the States; the clique is the non-civil citizens and private workers servicing the 
State. Due to its knowledge of the topics and its aim with the pre-war, political bully-game.   
This bullying-and-playing participants of the clique are the provoking force in the State.  
 
Provoking war 
A war never exists suddenly. The president of the International Criminal Court has eye-
witnessed the evidence. One of the heading signals is violence that escalates into physical 
violence with arms which announces war. Violence communicates that the ‘hot’ topics are 
serious for one party and the bullying by the other must stop. 
 
The clique of a State cannot possess Human Rights. It must supply these, including an 
effective remedy (article 8, UN’s Declaration) which compels a State’s clique to supply the 
effective respect of every individual civil citizen’s Human Rights. Violating another’s Rights 
(article 8) and at the same time own the respect to the violated Rights is impossible and 
also discrimination. 
 
Use ‘hot’ topics as toys for bullying is an infringement on an individual civil citizen’s Human 
Rights. This exists and continues due to the lack of a guaranteed tribunal. Hereafter is 
solely war available, to stop bullying and abuse of the ‘hot’ topics. Continuously bullying 
exhibits the moral character of the clique. Bullying is against Human Rights (article 30, UN 
Declaration)  
 
The ruffians: the tribunal-crime of humiliate a war 
Because the tribunal abuse “to interpret” (see paragraph below), the judgments or verdicts 
are completely useless. Almost nobody observe the judgments (judges too: see attached 
case) and waits for, or provokes, another ‘new’ one to appear. 
 
Already beforehand is certain that the ‘peace negotiations’ are useless because the peace 
treaty is “interpreted” by a tribunal in its own created and daily random opinion. After all, 
this injustice fired up the recent war. Therefore is already beforehand completely useless 
to provoke a war and create ‘peace negotiations’, for achieving a better political goal. But 
war is provoked. Similar to the UN’s Declaration (or a derivate law) shall a ‘peace treaty’ 
never be applied by the tribunal as the author (both parties) is willing and meaning.  
 
 
 



The tribunal-crime of rape, of the verb “to interpret” 
The work of interpreting remains sticked to the writer’s will and meaning. The tribunal or 
its judges raped the verb “to interpret” and abused interpreting a law or treaty. The abuse 
is for the tribunal’s own created, unacceptable unfair and variable, random opinion on 
which the tribunal or its judges decide. The rape-crime expands to rewriting lodged claims 
or its grounding facts (see the Note) and expands further to expressing or explaining each 
other one’s thinking and willing.  
 
This crime leaked and spread over the court (the registry or administration) from where 
the crime leaked and spread into the clique or into privileged companies and organisations. 
Nowadays everyone ‘interprets’ its own application of the law or the UN-Declaration with 
as results, by the lack of the guaranteed tribunal, the present violence, fighting and war. 
Note: In this document at the tail is attached a case of a tribunal-crime plus a crime by an 
appeal court. Courts in the Netherlands are (always) lead by sworn-in judge for the goal to 
observe the doing of justice that is be seen. This attached crime-case is one of the huge 
amount among which are an enormous amount equal cases. 
 
The public scrutiny’s independent authority over judgments 
A division of the clique is the tribunal and its judges who are served too, by a court. The 
courts are under each State’s authority. The court’s tribunal or judges are independent 
from this authority but their judgments are not. Each judgment is under authority of the 
protection of Human Rights (ECHR). Also each Constitution and derivate law is under this 
authority. The final authority is the legal public scrutiny (that by law excludes the press) 
which has always the last legal judgment, which judgments are public and therefore just 
as well under the authority of the legal public scrutiny.  
Note: The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) is under authority of the Council of 
Europe (Article 22 and 50, European Convention on Human Rights), but their judgments 
are not. These judgments too are published and thus under the final authority of the legal 
public scrutiny. 
 
The tribunal-crime of ignoring the legal public scrutiny 

A legal public scrutiny is lawfully erected by compelling a public hearing and by compelling 
a public announcement of each judgment. This legal public scrutiny exist (URL: 
www.publicscrutiny.nl) and its Manifest, Charter and Manual for participating by individual 
civil citizens are every hour of each day accessible and downloadable for study later (URL: 
http://www.publicscrutiny.nl/docs1/ indexDOCS1.html).  
 
This only true independent instance for justice (the democracy in the judiciary), is continue 
completely ignored. Since many years ago the court, it’s tribunal or judges recant it’s duty 
of serving the individual civil citizen with justice, and abuse the law and Human Rights to 
aim at an own ambition of absolute power via own made opinions; aiming at slavery again.  
 
Recant the duty of servicing civilians does ignite strife 
A State cannot act economically because then it cannot make a profit. Plus the authority is 
then pure slavery. The civil part of the people is occupied in the economy to pay (individual 
and by its company or business) for the money pot out of which the expenditure on the 
means and personnel for the common good is borne. So the non-civil part of a State (this 
includes courts and its tribunal or judges) is to serve the civil citizen (individual or through 
its company or business). Since many years ago the non-civil citizens recant their duty of 
serving the individual civil citizen and abuse the money pot, the means and most of the 
personnel to aim at an own ambition of govern-power and money-power; thus slavery 
again. 
 



The weapon of making poor in the unphysical war 
During the recent war the imagined enemy is persuaded to stop war by hitting its money-
power to decrease this, through economic sanctions or directly through blocking personal 
savings. This is done one-sided, outside the Human Rights or a derivate law. This is done 
outside a “fair trial in a public hearing before a guaranteed tribunal”.  
 
But also before a war arises the ‘western’ side aims to hit the money-power of another 
imagined enemy country, Poland, by directly blocking money to which this country is 
legally entitled. This money-block lasts until Poland does what the ‘western’ side wants it 
to do: destruct a disciplinary court for judges. By this the ‘western’ side revealed by itself 
its goal of money-power: to make the non-civil State poor. While the ‘western’ side is fully 
aware that the Polish individual civil citizen is made poor to fill up the hit State’s money 
pot. Making poor can only happen to someone who fairly, earns sufficient.  
Note: In the recent war the ‘western’ side support Ukraine with money and weapons while 
(repeatedly) being aware of Ukraine’s terribly unjust judiciary; that likely caused this war. 
 
The hyper-nation offence  

Since a long time now, the European Commission suppresses Poland by an abuse of the 
money power to destruct an erected Polish disciplinary court for criminal judges. 
So, mr. president, you too know that the Human Rights are instantly wiped out or vanish 
as soon as money is made involved. The Polish disciplinary court is at least one possibility 
for our, individual civil citizens’, Right to protection against criminality of tribunals or their 
judges (article 13, European Convention on Human Rights). Other countries have none. 
 
Poland erected a disciplinary court starting to achieve that a tribunal or its judges apply 
the law and not its own ‘independent’ political opinion. To remind, that the Council of 
Europe advised the Netherlands to make the tribunal’s judges publicly co-legislator (URL: 
https://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2021)031-e). 
So, mr. president, is Poland sincerely singled out and discriminated, with reproaches or 
guilt and made unnecessary more poor, when trying to bring the Polish judiciary back 
inside the borders of the UN’s Declaration of Human Rights.  
 
Lodging crimes for persecute of war-preparatory crime 
All the above makes necessary to deliberate, adjudicate and condemn world-wide that 
provoking is a crime, as many countries already have done, and thus provoking war is a 
war-crime.  
 
The first main crime (out of three) is the begging at the clique for the effective respect of 
the Human Rights (as the author is still willing and meaning) by the individual civil citizen. 
This not-respect is in real the abuse of collective property for the common good by the 
clique. Part of these begging (not in a hierarchical sense) is the Human Right to stop the 
clique’s provoking, which Human Right is not effective respected too in reality. 
 
The second main crime (out of three) of provoking war is each ignoring of the legal public 
scrutiny, which ignoring is part of the destruction of democracy. While being aware that 
real democracy is necessary in the pre-law state of governing and equally necessary in the 
post-law state of maintaining social order (article 28 and 29, UN-Declaration) by the 
tribunal.  
 
The third main crime (out of three) of provoking war is the stop of each communicating 
between individuals, groups or States in any mix or the lock-out of each individual, group 
or State from together living. While being aware that communication is necessary in each 
state of together living. 



To be persecuted perpetrators 
The participants of the national or hyper-national clique are lawfully official represented by 
a human being and this empowered authority is often the President or the Chair of the 
Board, Commission or College. The attached case is explanatory for this too.   
 

Each authority is sufficiently informed (there were no questions) in sufficient many times 
(see paragraph “Facts, details and evidence” #5). Nevertheless is no response given and 
no communication started plus fulfilled and thus is not the respect possible that solves. 
 

Hereby I lodge for persecution, 
01 The sworn-in judge mrs. Rowel-van der Linde, Chair of a disciplinary court; 
02 The Prosecutor-General at the Dutch Supreme Court, dhr. F.W. Bleichrodt; 
03 The Chair of the College of Prosecutors General, mr. G.W. van der Burg; 
04 The Chair of the Second Chamber in parliament, mrs. Vera Bergkamp; 
05 The Dutch State represented by the Minister of Safety and Justice,  

mrs. Dilan Yeşilgöz-Zegerius; 
06 The Dutch King, to whom all civil service officers took an oath to obey him and the  

constitution; 
07 The Chair of the Council of Europe, mrs. Marija Pejčinović Burić; 
08 The President of the European Court for Human Rights, mr. Robert Spano; 
09 The High Commissioner for Human Rights, Mrs. M. Bachelet Jeria; 
 
Facts, details and evidence 
Sufficiently communicated are facts, circumstances and evidence with several authorities 
in the Netherlands, in Europe and Worldwide. Repeating these in this document does not 
improve the criminal persecution or neither add important data, facts or information 
otherwise. So, I suffice it in referring to this downloadable communication. 
1. The court and tribunal-crimes in the Netherlands in downloads in the webdossier, 
 where all documents are in downloads (URL: www.de-openbare-zaak.nl) 
2. The public scrutiny’s judgments in downloads; 

(URL: http://www.publicscrutiny.nl/psf01/indexPSF01.html) 
3. The SPECIAL cases of the public scrutiny’s judgments in downloads; 

(URL: http://www.publicscrutiny.nl/) 
4. The public scrutiny’s challenges in downloads; 

(URL: http://www.publicscrutiny.nl/psf01/SPECIAL4/indspec4-1.html) 
5. The communication sequences to participants of the clique in downloads; 

(URL: http://www.publicscrutiny.nl/psf01/SPECIAL4/indspec4-2.html) 
6. Open messages at Facebook (inclusive the documents were is referred to) gathered 

in a download pdf-document; 
   (URL: http://www.publicscrutiny.nl/psf01/SPECIAL4/  

  20220610%20Facebook%20ENG.pdf). 
8. The below attached disciplinary tribunal-crime and disciplinary appeal court-crime. 
 
To memorize: 

(A) The provoking has never been an independent but inseparable part, has never been 
considered and judged in a fair trial. When war-crimes are judged and condemned, then 
for guilt it is inseparable that provoking must be judged. By the alternative of “a bullet 
through the head for desertion or treason against the State” then any human being is 
pushed outside the border of humanity.  
 

(B) Failure of the tribunal 
The war establishes the failure of the tribunal or its judges, the International Courts or its 
judges and the Peace Palace(s) or its judges. None has an effective role in keeping a unity 
in Rights, an equality of Rights, guarding peace or keeping the fairness of a fair trial.  



The attached case 
At the tail of this document is attached a document, a notice of default and request or 
summon to repair, that is addressed and sent to the chairwoman of a disciplinary court.  
This is one case out of the many equal notices of default and summons about court-crimes 
and tribunal-crimes. The many equal notices of default and summons are sent to other 
courts in the Dutch judiciary, resulted equally in silence.  
 
The attached case involves two parties, one is the court’s registry or administration and 
the other is me, an individual civil citizen. Both claim about the same Human Rights that is 
(access to and fair trial by) the guaranteed tribunal. Which Human Right the one is obliged 
to deliver and the other is empowered to received. Nevertheless are both in combat and 
for sure all the way down to end in war. Because the one party claims it does supply and 
stopped doing anything while the other stopped waiting and demands the delivery. While 
for this new dispute no tribunal is available to avoid war and remain the peace, so there is 
no delivery of the guaranteed tribunal. But this fact does not change the way down to war. 
This case evidences that the court (participant of the clique) perpetrates with the moral 
character of arch fighter who must dominate. The Chairwoman uses the court’s registry or 
administration as a human shield and a dictatorship-like lock on access to a tribunal, which 
use expanded to each clique-organisation and has a department that is used the same. 
 
The attached case delivers empiric evidence that that the lodged facts and crimes or 
evidences have been or are being rewritten to drive at the cover up the accused tribunal’s 
or judges’ crimes. This cheating is to mislead civil service officers and others in the clique 
and to make propaganda about the good of courts and the dumbness of individual civil 
citizen(s).   
 
The attached case delivers also empiric evidence that the national authority of article 13, 
ECHR does not exist in (at least) the Netherlands. There is no impartial and independent 
authority in the judiciary or in the clique to execute each judgment of the legal public 
scrutiny. 
 
Note 1: My fight for effective respect for the Human Rights results in silence to excluded 
from communication and being individualized for isolation as incident. Similar is done to 
one party in war: one-sided and discriminatively excluded from the Council of Europe, 
isolated and silenced. So most likely does this one party too fights for the Human Rights.  
Note 2: When the war in Ukraine is claimed as the only thing left for restoring democracy 
and for restore effective respect for the Human Rights, both as the author is still willing 
and meaning then this war, and any likewise grounded war, is completely justified. Any 
war as this one can impossibly stop, unless the courts and clique effectively respects these 
Rights. Such war is avoidable otherwise then suppression. The same with rebelling people 
or revolting people, whose actions are completely justified too and avoidable. To keep in 
mind: the Human Rights do not take a side and every one may be here in our world. 
 
 

Challenge 
By this documented occurrence I do challenge the president of the International Criminal 
Court, Judge Piotr Hofmański, to communicate with me in public; 
(*) To scrutinize, judge and condemn the provoking of this war and with this one judgment 
for all equal cases;  
(*) To communicate personally with a document copy in pdf format via the ICC website 
and for me (in standing up for the legal public scrutiny) with a  document copy in pdf 
format via our website www.publicscrutiny.nl. 
 



Article 26, UN’s Declaration: Education 
This document has also the goal to educate each individual civil citizen in the world, on the 
overview of the provoking war and on the insight of the provoking elements in the reality, 
 

About the destruction by the abuse of the by us (individual civil citizens’) paid money pot  
for the common good; 

About the real perpetrators of (any) war;  
About the moral character of the (big) mainstream in the clique; 
About the justice of the civil citizen’s individual communication, in any way of doing; 
About the deliberate repeating of provoking war; 
About the impossibility to carry the world but the need to do what one itself can do; 
Of the use or uselessness of the International Criminal Court on real war-crimes; 
Of our control on good work by the participants in the clique with in front the civil service; 
Of the teaching process to the clique to achieve effective respect for our Human Rights;  
 
Mister President of the International Criminal Court and each member of this Court, you 
can not honestly think that a Russian, Ukraine or any individual civil citizen does not 
understand the content or aim of this document; 
We, the individual civil citizen, do not have to group because we are grouped by the unity 
of the Human Rights as the only author is (still) willing and means and we do not have to 
outnumber any clique or network because we are the largest number.  

 
A new opportunity 
This document is lodged at the proper authority to start a trial against war preparatory 
crimes plus against war-guarding crimes. Now and hereby you have an opportunity again 
to instantly fulfil the required repair, under article 8 of the “Charter of the public scrutiny”. 
To remind: you and your Court are paid out of our money pot for the job you all voluntarily 
applied to because you yourself announced to be the best suited. The job must be done 
well.  
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
<Signature sender> 
 
<sender>.   
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Attached case 
 
De voorzitter       Afz.: <afzender>. 
van het Centraal Tuchtcollege             <adres afzender>. 
voor de Gezondheidszorg.                <plaats afzender>. 
Prins Clauslaan 60 
2595 AJ Den Haag 
 
Postbus 16437 
2500 BK Den Haag. 

Ook via fax: (088) 371 2519 

Ook via e-mail: ctg@minvws.nl 
 
Gericht aan thans mevrouw mr. J.M. Rowel-Van der Linde, in persoon. 

English version is authentic 
 
 
Geacht voorzitter, mevrouw Rowel-Van der Linde,                                       26 mei 2022. 

 
I have informed you that an open message is published on a Facebook page that is made  
known to you and that that open message will be continued on www.publicscrutiny.nl, with 
this message. You know the sender. 
 
The message on the facebook page is quoted below. 
Good day Chairwoman of the Central Disciplinary Court for Healthcare, mrs. mr. J.M. 
Rowel-Van der Linde. I have informed you that this open message is released here; by 
your cowardly decision to hide behind the human shield in your court, by letter dated May 
12, 2022. You are a sworn-in judicial officer in charge of judgement (a judge) and I have 
the Constitutional Right (Article 5) to lodge written requests to the competent authority so 
to the chair of the disciplinary court. The legislator wants and means that (implicitly) the 
competent authority (and not someone else) answers properly. The letter of May 12, 2022 
let one read that someone without authority wrote it. So you can always hide behind the 
excuse that the letter does not reflect your knowledge, will or intention. However, this 
letter indisputably remains an declaration of will that aims at a legal consequence (Article 
3:33 of the Dutch Civil Code), also because it concerns the requested payment of a court 
fee. Claiming court fees only applies within civil contract law (Book 6, Dutch Civil Code). 
Then your secretary also writes about an earlier final judgment, but not that this is an 
evidence document (one of many) and even compelling evidence (!), of the crimes of the 
judges. Equally cunningly, your secretary then writes about the decision against which is 
appealed and cites some information that is not forgery, but not the submitted information 
that for sure is forgery. Your secretary definitely wants that as first the court fee must be 
received. On the previously submitted legal grounds and sound facts is the asking of this 
as the first, refused. The claim is lodged that a proper and competent tribunal will be the 
very first to be composed, plus that beforehand this tribunal is recognized because it has 
meanwhile tried and convicted its criminal fellow judges. Your secretary does not write 
about this plus also not write that this is a conflict. Article 6 of the ECHR guarantees my 
right to lodge my claim and bring it before a tribunal. Your secretary does not write about 
this and does (only) write that payment must be made first. That is how lying and cheating 
work in the judiciary, which also includes the disciplinary courts (Article 116, Constitution). 
We, the individual civil citizens, do not give up our Human Rights and in the end all that 
remains is (provoked) war. This open message will be continued at 
www.publicscrutiny.nl/psf01/SPECIAL4/20220526%20CTvG%20ENG.pdf.  



Correspondence with the competent authority  
The (Dutch) civil constitution-rights that written requests can be lodged to the competent 
authority implicitly obliges the competent authority to respond properly. This can serve no 
other purpose than to ensure that there are no silly reactions, as a result of which the civil 
citizen has no or insufficient sound data to make the right (for him/her) decision(s). All 
behaviour or actions by the corresponding citizen which the competent authority does not 
want or does not wish is therefore due to the authority's own instigation and guilt. 
Provoked acts are never a criminal offence or a wrongful act. 
 
Do not let process documents arrive 
The secretary has taken over my lodged notice of appeal with the challenge contained 
therein. The secretary expresses in his letter that at least the challenge will certainly not 
be submitted to a tribunal. That the submitted procedural and evidence documents do not 
let arrive at their destination is an offence under Article 201 of the Criminal Code. Each  
individual civil citizen has the right to lodge any claim. 
 
Regulation to the tribunal  
Furthermore, the letter is empirical evidence that the secretary or registry of a court 
prescribes to the tribunal what it handles and what not. This is part of the top secret 
model-judgment that every court in the Netherlands uses. 
 
A next conflict 
The secretary, mr. H.J. Lutgert, writes his explanation, which is woven into his positions 
and judgments, of the subjects and data provided by me. This explanation of the secretary 
does purposefully contradict my will and intent, which are provided in my letter, with the 
subjects and data. By this, a conflict is created by the secretary. Since there are no 
questions I am clear with my letter so any other explanation is deliberately striving. The 
purpose of a conflict appears to be because the secretary has not asked me to verify the 
correctness of his explanation. 
 
Human Rights  
The State has no Human Rights and so neither do civil servants or the clique. Then 
subsequently, the Public Prosecution Service has publicly (and undisputedly) declared that 
civil servants/officers, insofar as they execute policy, are the State (https://www.om.nl/ 
actueel/nieuws/2021/01/07/geen-strafrechtelijk-onderzoek-naar-belastingdienst). The secretary has 
no right to freedom of expression but does have a legal duty to provide the effective 
remedy (Article 13 ECHR), i.e. to obey the exercise by each individual citizen. 
 
My letter is the expression of my thought(s) or of my opinion(s) plus of my will and of my 
intention. The right to this expression is mine and no one else's (Articles 9 and 10 ECHR). 
The secretary has no right to freedom of speech, nor is the secretary's writing indisputably 
not citing the will and intent of the legislature, if possible from the only previous judicial 
judgment for all equal cases. The characteristics of this sole judgment are not given. Apart 
from this and besides it, the secretary does not write the expression of his thoughts; he 
uses my expressed thoughts but omits the will and intention of mine bound therein. 
Furthermore, my thoughts and the expression thereof are my eternal and inviolable 
property right. 
 
Forgery  
The letter from the secretary is an authentic deed and therefore compelling evidence. The 
letter is not a misunderstanding, so it’s purpose is for sure. The forgery aims not only at 
what is written but also at what, precisely by what is written, has been obscured in order 
to then convince the competent authority by what is written. The rewrite has deliberately 



tampered or altered the dispute and legal claim that is lodged and thus the document is a 
falsified representation of what is lodged or the claimed legal effects. This forgery is 
punishable by Article 225 of the Criminal Code and it is perjury. 
 
Another next forgery 
It is not the guaranteed tribunal that decides but the secretary, that the lodged challenge 
cannot be accepted. The secretary writes that this was (also) reported by the Regional 
Disciplinary Court, while it was written before this that the lawsuit is declared inadmissible 
by (only) the chairman and it is also written that the lawsuit was therefore not dealt with. 
As a result, the Regional Disciplinary Court was never able to communicate anything. This 
is forgery and perjury. 
 
Effective indirect denial of justice 
By not communicating about the submitted data, the submitted dispute is brought outside 
handling. This is denial of justice as the legislator wants and means. But this legislator 
wants and means that a denial of justice can only be committed by a judge (Article 11, 
General Provisions Act; the Dutch Code “Wet algemene bepalingen”). In this case, effective 
denial of justice has been committed by the secretary, the human shield behind which the 
competent authority hides that protects the tribunal that still must be appointed. While at 
the same time any dispute or claim that is disliked by the judiciary is disregarded and kept 
out of consideration. Notwithstanding this political game, the secretary, like any human 
shield, continues to execute the governing or the lead of the competent authority and, as a 
civil servant, to execute the governing or the lead of the State.  
 
Compelling evidence of crimes  
A court decision is compelling evidence (Article 157, Code of Civil Procedure = Rv). The 
valuation of evidence is left to the judge's discretion (Article 152, Rv) and therefore not to 
a clerk of the court or secretariat. The previous "final verdicts" that are not brought before 
the requested, guaranteed tribunal for serving as compelling evidence, are thus 
withdrawed from the, for judgment, competent authority. This is a criminal act under 
Article 189, paragraph 2 of the Criminal Code. 
 
The secretary certainly, and also the chairwoman is legally obliged to report (Article 162, 
Code of Criminal Procedure) the criminal offences of which they become aware in their civil 
service duty. The letter is a declaration of will that they do not and will not do this. 
 
Deliberately taunt 
The secretary writes that a challenge is only possible against tribunal(members) who are 
handling a case. In order to prevent a challenge or to first unjustly enforce payment of the 
court fee, the members of the tribunal are not named. For this reason, the accusation 
about the lodged challenge is completely unjustified. While the law obliges to submit a 
challenge as soon as the facts are known to the individual civil citizen (Article 63, Health 
Care Professions Act refers to, inter alia, Article 513, paragraph 1 of the Code of Criminal 
Procedure). So …, this is how oppression by the judiciary works, by making demands that 
are impossible to meet. So by so very cunningly creating scapegoats among individual civil 
citizens. Apart from the fact that the requirements are against the law. 
 
Own regulations and General Provisions Act, the Dutch “wet algemene bepalingen”  
The secretary writes that a challenge at the disciplinary court takes place in accordance 
with their own made challenge protocol. This is prohibited to any judge by Article 12 of the 
Dutch General Provisions Act. Failure to observe or maintain the law is perjury from any 
judge as well as injustice. Even though the secretary writes; he will continue to execute 



the governing and lead of the chairwoman. For this, mrs. mr. J.M. Rowel-Van der Linde 
remains accountable and just as much responsible. 
 
Continue to claim court fees 

Continuing to claim a court fee is and remains a crime (one of many) so that the entire 
court is rightly challenged, lead by a judge who at the same time has also been challenged 
with all colleague-judges who do not judge and convict this. 
 
Protection of each other against disclosure of crimes  
The secretary writes that the Regional Disciplinary Court has already reported on 
challenge, while this is forgery (paragraph “A next forgery” above). Again, this is empirical 
evidence that judicial officials write messages for each other, in order to be protected by 
each other by echoing. This is how the use of each other's human shields works, which 
method has already been exposed in the IRT affair. 

 
Tribunal  

Dear Chairwoman of the Central Disciplinary Court for Healthcare, mrs. mr. J.M. Rowel-Van 
der Linde, how much and how long you and your court, continue to provoke and bully me 
or any individual civil citizen, by repeating and forcing us against our will to repeat too, it 
never did and never does increase our right to bring the crimes committed by you, your 
court and your fellow judges before a guaranteed and unchallengeable tribunal.  
 
Like the secretary's letter, it is certain, by abundant empirical compelling evidence, that 
tribunals have falsified disputes and claims put in writing and pronounce them publicly. 
Thus, the legal public scrutiny requires verification to establish that a guaranteed and 
unquestionable tribunal is doing justice that is visibly being done.  
 
You can also now immediately compose this tribunal with skilled, sworn judicial officers 
charged with judgment and who can demonstrate a high moral character. The 'peace 
negotiations' about this in a war might just as well happen now. 

 
Earlier letter 

In an earlier letter from you, mrs. Rowel, dated March 8, 2016 with reference C2016.050, 
(see appendix 2) is declared that by a legal regulation the original, "wet", signature is 
required by your court. While at that time it had already been publicly decided by the 
Supreme Court (and it has agreed with me) that the law does not make this requirement. 
None of your colleague-judicial officers in charge of judgment have quashed your and your 
court's decision and judged you and your court; the challenge process never took place, 
despite the court fee being paid at the time. Due to the lack of the required "wet" 
signature, the appeal was not handled either. So that because of this you, plus your 
colleague-“sworn-in judicial officers”, have continued with their crimes; So that the medics 
and their colleagues could and should continue with their crimes. So that this appeal has 
arisen and is lodged; So that the injustice-economy continues to rampage. 
 
In the meantime, but much too late, your court is carrying out my protests (and the 
decision of the Supreme Court). Without repair of all damages and compensation for all 
irreparable. But, now absolutely illegal, there are again demands made in advance. 
 
 
 



More forgery  
Earlier, the administration confirmed receipt of my notice of appeal against the decision of 
the Regional Disciplinary Court in Zwolle. Contrary to this determination is the fact that my 
appeal is against the decision of the chairman of that disciplinary court. Furthermore, I was 
informed in the confirmation of receipt that the CTG took in handling the cases “<sender> 
/ Rowaan” and “<sender> / Veld”. These matters are not my notice of appeal, nor are they 
the subject of the chairman's decision. Furthermore is omitted, thus destroyed, the 
notification about and the handling of my challenge and the facts for this. With regard to 
Article 63 of the Health Care Professions Act, a challenge is a legal right of mine. Omitting, 
and thus destroying, my rights or the submitted facts is also forgery by means of what is  
written. 
 
The, by your governing governed administration commits forgery. This is a criminal offence 
and to govern this is perjury by the chairwoman of the board. 
 
Unauthorized tribunal  
The chair of a Regional Disciplinary Court, including the one in Zwolle, is not a registered 
medic. As a result, a Central Disciplinary Court that has been completed with medical 
professionals is an unauthorized challenge tribunal. Incidentally, the court has also been 
challenged and thus the administrative support too. The forgery of the received 
confirmation confirms the correctness and legality of my challenge. 
 
The decision not to mention my challenge and not to take it into handling is made by the 
administration and not by the Central Disciplinary Court, as the presentation does suggest. 
In this occasion the disciplinary tribunal should have reported itself and its composition. 
Furthermore, is only a Central Disciplinary Court that cannot be challenged by me, 
pursuant to Article 6 ECHR, authorized for as first to deal with my challenge, by the 
following. 
 
Injustice-economy case is repeating action  
Already on January 4, 2016, your court and its tribunal were challenged. This challenge is 
not handled and judged. Before this, on September 18, 2014 (your court's request is used 
on September 29, 2015 and with my reminder on October 14, 2015) crimes committed by 
the Regional Medical Disciplinary Court in Groningen were submitted to your court. These 
have not been judged. 
 
I insert here and at this place in full repeating, the facts and the facts of criminality that 
are submitted at the time, now again for challenge; if necessary supplementing. These 
have already been physically submitted to your court, with references C2014.380 
<sender> / Van Dam, nurse; C2014.465 <sender> / Klaver, geriatric specialist and 
C2015.155 <sender> / Rijntjes, general practitioner, so that I do not have to resubmit 
these documents. 
 
Unity of Right and equality of Right  

There is not one judicial judgment that resolves this dispute as the legislator at the time 
wants and means, in all equal cases. This judgment has not been handed over to me or 
has not been made accessible and downloadable without hindrance, for comment. 
 
The prior and matter-solving communication between the Chair of the Central Disciplinary 
Court or any President of any Central Disciplinary Court or President of any court in the 
judiciary and any individual civil citizen has never taken place and the records of such 
communication are not handed over to me or made unimpeded accessible and 
downloadable, for comment. 



From a legal point of view, it is only important that the presiding judge has been informed 
and that the court has done nothing and does not do enough to prevent the judicial 
intervention by the legal public scrutiny, while this is the legal duty, also of him/her.  
This since many decades ago, for the benefit of work-acquisition in the injustice-economy. 

 
War-preparatory behaviour and actions  
Since many years ago I reported the prospect of war and by ignoring this, a war has come 
again now in Ukraine. This recent war provides empirical evidence that then, suddenly, the 
points of contention are communicated in the then so-called 'peace negotiations', which 
points of contention were before that war kept exasperatingly out of communication. For 
the aggrieved party, there was and is no guaranteed, sound and competent tribunal. 
Keeping this agonizingly uncommunicationable are war-preparing crimes that have been 
and are being done by, above all, the tribunals. 
 
Similar are the current points of contention, which have been covered up with lies and 
deceit since decades ago. The sworn judicial officials have been judged and convicted by 
the legal public scrutiny (URL: www.publicscrutiny.nl). But these officials and their courts 
ignore this legal conviction. 
 
Request or summons if necessary.  
Entitled to the enjoyment of human, civil and patient rights, I exercise my rights and 
request, or if necessary summon the chairwoman, now mrs. Rowel, to drop the demands  
beforehand and to unconditionally take the challenge in admission and have it handled and 
judged by a tribunal unchallenged and unchallengeable by me. The judges in this can be 
recognized, for example, by adjudicating their colleagues for perjury and fully carrying out 
the judgments of the legal public scrutiny. 

 
This reminder for the notice of default is made available to serve the legal public scrutiny 
on their website with URL: “www.publicscrutiny.nl”. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
<sender> 
 
<signature sender> 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The first following letter is translatable in: 
 
 

Tuchtcolleges voor de  
Gezondheidszorg 

 
 
Centraal Tuchtcollege voor     Aangetekend 
de Gezondheidszorg 
       <sender>  
Secretariaat       <address sender>  
Postadres:       <place sender> 
Postbus 16437  
2500 BK DEN HAAG 
 
Telefoon  (088) 3712510  
Fax         (O88) 3712519 
 
 
Datum     Den Haag, 12 mei 2022  
Uw kenmerk  
Ons kenmerk    C2022/1281 en CO22/1282  
Zaaknaam    <sender> / Roowaan en <sender> / Veld 
 

 
Dear <sender>,  
 
In response to your letter of 9 May 2022, I will inform you as follows.  
 
The chairman of the Central Disciplinary Court for Healthcare (CTG),  
mr. JM Rowel-van der Linde, has submitted your letter to me (the undersigned) for an answer.  
 
Your appeal is directed against the chairman's decision of 1 March 2022 in which you were declared  
inadmissible by the chairman of the Regional Disciplinary Court Zwolle, mr. P.A.H. Lemaire,  
in the cases of <sender> / Roowaan and <sender> / Veld due to failure to comply  
with the court fee owed. Your complaints have therefore not been processed. Contrary  
to what you state, there is therefore no question of forgery of documents, nor of unauthorized 
tribunal. Furthermore, as the Regional Disciplinary Court has informed you, it is only possible to 
challenge college (members) who are handling a case. In the phase of the procedure (in which you  
have not paid the court fee owed), no college members are yet involved in your cases  
and a challenge request is not (yet) processed. It is not possible to challenge an entire college  
in advance. I also have to disappoint you with regard to the request for challenge you have submitted 
with regard to the cases C2014.380, C2014.465 and C2015.155 you cited. In all  
these cases a final decision was already made a few years ago and therefore no challenge is  
possible (see Challenge protocol for Disciplinary Courts for Healthcare). 
 
Perhaps unnecessarily, I would like to point out that if you do not pay the court fee due (on time), 
your cases will not be processed on appeal.  
 
I trust to have informed you sufficiently with this.  
Yours sincerely  
mr. H.J. Lutgert  
secretary 
 
 
When answering, please state the file number and date of the letter. For more information and the 
regulations, see www.tuchtcollege-Gezondszorg.nl.  



 



The first following letter is translatable in: 
 
 

Tuchtcolleges voor de  
Gezondheidszorg 

 
 
Centraal Tuchtcollege voor de    Aangetekend 
Gezondheidszorg 
       <sender>  
Secretariaat       <address sender>  
Postadres:       <place sender> 
Postbus 20302  
2500 EH DEN HAAG 
 
Telefoon  (070) 3405417  
Fax         (O70) 3405401 
 
 
Datum     Den Haag, 8 maart 2016  
Uw kenmerk  
Ons kenmerk    C2016.050  
Zaaknaam    <sender> / Rijntjes 
 

 
Dear <sender>  
 
I received your letter dated March 4, 2016, in good order, which was received by the Central  
Disciplinary Court on March 7.  
In response to your questions and requests, I inform you that I am not allowed  
to change or reassess decisions of the Central Disciplinary Court. This concerns  
a judicial judgment, which cannot be adjusted in a hierarchical line.  
This also applies to decisions of the Regional Disciplinary Courts. The only option to  
have it reassessed is through appeal. You have already instituted this and  
a final decision has been made in a number of cases.  
 
Like you, I value the correct application of the rules. This also means that we have you 
request an original signature. This requirement is included in Article 4, second paragraph,  
of the BIG Disciplinary Decree. Any complainant in default on that point will be  
asked to provide an original signature.  
I therefore request that you place a handwritten signature on your notice of  
appeal, so that we can process it in accordance with the regulations.  
I trust that I have informed you sufficiently with this.  
 
 
Yours sincerely  
J.M. Rowel-van der Linde. 
Chairman Central Disciplinary Court for the Healthcare 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When answering, please state the file number and date of the letter. For more information and the 
regulations, see www.tuchtcollege-Gezondszorg.nl.  



 


